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RUSSIA TRYING TO SHIRK OFF RESPONSIBILITY!
- Manya Srivastava

The day two of the UNHRC
committee commenced on 2nd
August 2021, witnessed a lot
of suggestions and solutions
for the draft resolution. In an
unmoderated caucus Russia
proposed a solution stating
that “non profit organisations
should be established under the UN (not the countries) which are
funded and encouraged to work against the rape culture”. So clearly,
Russia doesn’t want to take responsibility to end rape culture in their
country and how could they if they have the “marry your rapist” law
in their constitution that allows men to have their conviction
overturned if they marry the person they raped. How can a country
with such a horrifying law take the responsibility to end rape
culture?
In the press conference when asked about why India doesn’t have a
provision in its constitution for males who get raped, the delegate of
India failed to provide the IP a concrete answer and stated that there
aren’t many males who get assaulted in their country. Whereas
government data reveals that over 50% of child sexual abuse victims
are boys and most males are abused between the ages of 5 and 15.
Around 60% of the victims are molested or raped more than once.
Solutions such as creating a better sex education system and
improving the working of the helpline numbers were proposed in
the working paper. The committee turned out to be successful in
approaching the agenda.

QUESTIONS-ANSWERED
- BY VIDITA SHARMA
The International Press
Conference was in action
today. They entered every Committee and questioned the
delegates. In The UNGA 5 to 6 questions were asked and
delegates answered nicely. According to the questions asked to
Saudi Arabia they announced that they won't allow LGBTQIA+
rights and according to them Quran state to kill the people who
love the same sex as there's. To Saudi Arabia, love means
nothing and they will follow the Quran and punish people to
death.
Also as for the USA, they were asked what will happen if people
don't follow the laws. They acceptably answered that the USA
will punish them and they are trying to change the people's point
of view. Many more questions were asked and most of the
questions were answered precisely.
After all, the Press Conference was successful with a nice
review from all the committees.

Reframing the foreign policy priorities
by: Jasvir Singh
The proceedings of the Committee began with an official press
release by the Delegate of the French Republic and the State of
Israel. The press release
demonstrated the change in
France's foreign policy with
regard to overseas policy and
France's support to Israel on
the conflict.
Further a motion was raised
for mod caucus on the topic
solutions to the conflict while addressing the committee separation
of states and equal water allocation was suggested by the delegates.
All the countries condemned Israel on the issue of Human rights.
Israel on the other hand defended itself efficiently, and I quote,
“humanitarian rights will be preserved and Israel never intended to
harm the civilians.”
In the end two draft resolutions were proposed in the committee one
by:-China, Kenya and Iran. And the other by;- Israel and France.
The committee ended with all the delegates setting forth in life with
a new passion and desire to learn more and more.

“Evaluating the correlation between legalization of
marijuana and drug trafficking”
By- Tanisha Bhadra
PLACE - UNODC
The second day committee
sessions of UNODC
witnessed a war of words
laced with dissent and
arbitrary conflict between
countries. Soon after the
General Speakers’ List that
focused on proposing solutions to come up with a resolution, the
committee declared crisis. “Mexican drug lord, who is against
ethnic cleansing and wants revenge, has captured the President
of USA. China and Russia are looking at this as an opportunity
to tank USA’s economy”, announced Chairperson Ms. Simran
Kumar. In this, the delegate of Mexico was unsure of their
stance and accepted the crime committed, USA had nothing to
say, China overlooked the prospect of surpassing USA and
offered help. An update stated that Afghanistan needed medical
marijuana and no country but the USA would supply the same.
On hearing this the delegate of Afghanistan deliberated with the
committee and tried to convince them to help Afghanistan.
In the press conference held towards the end, few countries
could answer the journalists when asked about their stances.

